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Details of Visit:

Author: Sulzer Driver
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 21 May 2015 4:45
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 65
Recommended: Neutral

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

As per previous visits.
Was in top floor attic room, which is spacious but was a little to dark for my liking.

The Lady:

Tall, blonde with all natural boobs, her pictures on the GFE site are accurate however Kloe did say
they are about a year old.
Only disappointment is that I like ladies with shaved or with very little pubic hair and although not a
jungle I found Kloe to have just a little to much down there.
Kloe, works in other establishments, going by the name, Jess.

The Story:

I have been trying to see this lady for a long time but our timetables never seemed to coincide, until
today, and I wasn't to be disappointed (apart from the pubic hair issue mentioned above)

The session started with Kloe giving me a long luxurious massage. During which she was talking
through a rather erotic fantasy regarding my work which I had told her about earlier, this continued
throughout our time together. "Do you like eating pussy" Kloe asks "Do I ever", I reply "it's one of my
favourite things". So following so light petting, Kloe gets me to scoot down the bed and we slip into
a nice 69, she tells me that she come from having her clit liked rather than having a tongue deep in
her cunt.

It's at this point the pubic hair issue becomes apparent, but perserving I carry on with licking her clit
as Kloe sucks my cock. True to her word Kloe is soon overcome with a shuddering orgasm, during
which she pushes herself more onto my mouth.

Breaking apart, we decide that it's time to fuck, Kloe wants to do it on the floor as the bed is a little
to soft for her to be comfortable as I want her to,start with her on top, but a dissuade her of that idea
as I'm worried that in the time we are moving from the bed to,the floor we may have a failure of
equipment; so condom on, she climbs aboard, but even so I get stage fright and we have a flag at
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half mast situation, however a quick switch to missionary partially cures the problem and we fuck for
a few minutes, but still things are not as they should be and disappointingly I soon slip out, and as
so often happens on these occasions I end up wanking off, whilst watching the lady in question
doing the same.
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